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Big data scalability challenges are emerging in all disciplines, and financial supervision is no exception (Flood, et al., 2016). Irrespective of the application domain, scalability issues tend to exhibit common facets, often summarized as the Four Vs: volume, velocity, variety, and veracity. On the other hand, financial data also have special concerns (Brose, et al., 2014; Flood, 2009).

This panel will consider two distinct but interrelated phases in the process of marshalling financial information and delivering it to the user. Visualization requires a robust set of conceptual abstractions, so that data can be rendered and compared in a useful way on a 2-dimensional page or computer screen (Sarlin, 2013; Sarlin and Peltonen, 2013; Flood, et al., 2016). Data integration is the task of massaging the raw data inputs into such a common conceptual framework (Bernstein and Haas, 2008).
Financial Data Integration in Practice at the European Central Bank

Aurel Schubert, ECB

- In the last few years, central banks mandates have been extended to fight the crisis, incorporating in a number of cases new responsibilities for macro-prudential supervision and micro-prudential supervision to their traditional task of conducting monetary policy.
- This extension of central banks’ tasks has implied invariably additional demands for more timely and disaggregated data.
- To cope with the high data demand, the ECB has embraced the era of “big data” and it is developing several ambitious projects for collecting, managing and disseminating disaggregated data to serve multiple uses.
- Since years, the ECB has been setting up infrastructures able to efficiently compile, manage, distribute and exchange (also among European institutions) granular datasets.
- The ECB work in the field of securities in the euro area has comprised both the development of securities databases on issues and holdings, and the taxonomy of securities statistics (through the *Handbook on Securities Statistics*: IMF, 2015).
- Today, the ECB’s Centralised Securities Database (CSDB) (ECB, 2010a; Mayerlen, 2014) contains reference data of approximately 10 million of individual securities. The information is obtained from several commercial data providers, national central banks and other ECB sources which are combined to create a “golden copy” for each security.
- The CSDB work is done in a network. The ECB maintains the technical application and procures centrally commercial data. The National Central Banks (NCBs) provide source data and monitor the quality of their resident issuers. The ECB monitors non euro area issuers.
- The ECB has also set up a granular database on securities holdings providing quarterly data on holdings of individual securities for all main euro area sectors and for the largest banking groups in the euro area (ECB, 2015). The granularity of the data provides a range of breakdowns on both the issuer and holder sides, which are not available in other statistics. Following the approval of the amended ECB legal act in August 2016, as of 2018 the reporting population will be extended to all institutions directly supervised by the ECB.
- Other important micro-databases are (i) the new dataset on Money Market Statistical Reporting (MMSR) in the euro area, which since April 2016 has helped to close important existing data gaps. (ii) Furthermore, a harmonized granular credit database (AnaCredit: ECB, 2016) is currently under development and will imply the collection of millions of individual bank loans in the euro area, harmonised across all its member states. Initially it will cover credit granted to legal entities (non-financial corporations, financial corporations and governments).
Linking databases and sharing data

- While recognising the richness of the individual micro-datasets, the best way to serve multiple users is to link several databases, registers and metadata repositories. A precondition for it is the development and use of standards and unique identifiers of counterparties, transactions and products.

- The application of harmonised statistical concepts and unique identifiers (e.g. ISIN and LEI) has proven critical in linking the CSDB and the Securities Holding Statistics databases. As a consequence, one of the major challenges for the current pilot exercise at the ECB is how to link various datasets without a common unique entity and instrument identifier with full global coverage.

- More worldwide, the harmonisation and establishment of mandatory requirements regarding the use of the International Securities Identification Number and of the global Legal Entity Identifier in European and global regulation is needed.

- Over time, work towards harmonising Unique Product Identifier (UPI) and Unique Transaction Identifier (UTI) would provide further benefits.

- Harmonisation and standardisation is crucial also for supporting a culture of data sharing among international authorities and institutions. The second phase of the G-20 Data Gaps Initiative includes as recommendation II.20 the Promotion of Data Sharing by G-20 economies, including the increase in “the sharing and accessibility of granular data, if needed by revisiting existing confidentiality constraints.”

Data integration along the whole information chain

- The paradigm shift that the ECB is currently undergoing, represented by the shift from aggregate to granular statistics, concerns the whole information chain, starting from innovative, easier and more consistent data reporting.

- In this regard, the ECB has already taken important steps to improve the harmonisation and standardisation of data with the current development of the ECB’s Single Data Dictionary (SDD) and the Banks’ Integrated Reporting Dictionary (BIRD, 2016).

- The current work on BIRD implies collaboration with the banking industry. Under the leadership of the ECB, seven national central banks and 26 commercial banks are developing the necessary documentation describing the banks’ source data (so called input layer) and the transformation rules that banks might use to fulfil the reporting requirements of the authorities (the output layer).

- The purpose of BIRD is to make the documentation freely available to the general public to ensure that any stakeholder may make use of it as it considers best. The implementation of the BIRD documentation is entirely voluntarily, and the responsibility of meeting the reporting requirements remains with the reporting agents regardless if they follow the BIRD documentation or not.

- Among other advantages, the BIRD will increase standardisation and lower the risk of mistakes or misinterpretation of reporting requirements by reporting agents.
• The ECB’s Single Data Dictionary (SDD) consists of the methodological and semantic integration of existing European reporting frameworks in order to provide clear data definitions, with reconciled meaning across regulatory frameworks.

• The dissemination of data to users is the ultimate goal of the data production. In order to improve it, the ECB is developing the Data Intelligence Service Centre (DISC), which is an analytical IT platform which will enable users to access several data in a single platform and facilitate advanced data analytics. Besides, it will offer flexible and secure data storage and it will accelerate the delivery of data-driven projects.
Managing collaborative data analytics
Amol Deshpande, U. Maryland

Data-driven methods and products are becoming increasingly common in a variety of communities, including finance, science, education, and social and web analytics. Increasingly, "data science" teams want to collect, clean, structure, store, and collaboratively analyze large datasets, to understand trends, and to extract actionable business or social insights. Unfortunately, while there exist tools to support data analysis, much-needed underlying infrastructure and data management capabilities are missing. The process of collaborative data science is often ad hoc, typically featuring highly unstructured datasets, an amalgamation of different tools and techniques, significant back-and-forth among the members of a team, and trial-and-error to identify the right analysis tools, algorithms, models, and parameters. Distressingly, most systems either focus on performance, or on supporting even more sophisticated analyses, instead of simplifying and automating many of the fundamental book-keeping operations which are a necessary prerequisite for data science, including data cleaning and ingestion, data collaboration and versioning, provenance and metadata management, and introspective analysis of end-to-end pipelines.

Core challenges
We briefly highlight some of the key open challenges in enabling collaborative data science below; further discussion can be found in [Bhardwaj, et al., 2015; Miao, et al., 2016; and Hellerstein, et al., 2016).

Versioning
In a collaborative data science scenario, there are often hundreds or thousands of versions of collected, curated, and derived datasets, at various degrees of structure (fully structured and relational all the way to completely unstructured), each of which can have millions to billions of records within them. We need the ability to keep track of these versioned datasets; enable the access, retrieval, and modification of specific dataset versions; and share and distribute the datasets with other members of the data analysis team. While source code version control systems like "git" and "svn" have proved tremendously useful for collaborative source code management, they cannot handle large (semi-)structured datasets efficiently and offer limited querying functionality (Chavan, et al., 2015).

Provenance
A second major challenge is that there is no easy way to capture and reason about ad hoc data science pipelines, many of which are often spread across a collection of analysis scripts. Metadata or provenance information about how datasets were generated, including the programs or scripts used for generating them and/or values of any crucial parameters, is often lost. Similarly, it is hard to keep track of any dependencies between the datasets. As a result, data scientists are required to manually keep track of, and act upon, such information, which is not
only tedious, but error-prone. For example, data scientists must manually keep track of which derived datasets need to be updated when a source dataset changes. They often use spreadsheets to list which parameter combinations have been tried out during the development of a machine learning model. Debugging becomes significantly harder; e.g., a small change in an analysis script may have significant impact on the final result, but identifying that change may be non-trivial, especially in a collaborative setting.

**Reverse reasoning**

A related challenge is that it is difficult to do forward or reverse reasoning over the results of an analysis pipeline; such ability is essential to, e.g., identify the impact of a potentially bad input data item, or explain a specific output result by tracing it back to specific input data items. This is especially a problem with black-box machine learning techniques like deep learning, where the learned models are often very effective but are hard to understand or reason about. Further, although there exist point solutions for doing provenance capture and querying, and for explaining results of some specific machine learning algorithms, no existing tools address doing so for end-to-end and deep analysis pipelines. This requires the ability to combine, manage, and query a very large volume of provenance data, and to figure out how to best combine human expertise with that provenance information to best answer specific questions.

**Solution approaches**

Prof. Deshpande's group at the University of Maryland is building a hosted data platform, called DataHub (Bhardwaj, et al., 2015), to simplify and accelerate collaborative data science. DataHub is being developed jointly with researchers at MIT and UIUC (see the DataHub (2016) main project website). Key features of DataHub include:

1. a flexible, source code control-like versioning system for data, that efficiently branches, merges, and differences versioned datasets;
2. new data ingest, cleaning, and wrangling tools designed to automate the cleaning process as much as possible; and
3. a provenance and metadata management system that supports capturing and analyzing provenance information in a variety of ways (Chavan, et al., 2015; Miao, et al., 2016).
Supervisory and regulatory tasks require analysis of complex data. Certain implications descend from a more prominent role for macroprudential analysis. Beyond the soar in availability and precision of data, the transition from firm-centric to system-wide supervision imposes obvious data needs when analyzing a large number of entities and their constituents as a whole (see e.g. Flood and Mendelowitz, 2013).

As central tasks ought to be timely and accurate measurement of systemic risks, big data and analytical models and tools become a necessity. Underlying systemic risk, while having no unanimous definition, has commonly been distinguished into three categories (de Bandt et al., 2009; ECB, 2009): (i) build-up of widespread imbalances, (ii) exogenous aggregate shocks, and (iii) spillover and contagion.

Fortunately, policymakers and regulators have access to a broad toolbox of analytical models to measure and analyze system-wide threats to financial stability. The tasks of these tools can be mapped to the above listed three forms of systemic risk (e.g., ECB (2010)): (i) early warning of the build-up of widespread vulnerabilities and imbalances, (ii) stress-testing the resilience of the financial system to a wide variety of exogenous aggregate shocks, and (iii) modeling contagion and spillover to assess how resilient the financial system is to cross-sectional transmission of financial instability.

In a recent study (Sarlin, 2016) on the use of visualization in macroprudential oversight (see also Flood et al., 2016), in which we started from defining the overall task, coupling that with available data sources and the structure of underlying data as well as reviewing previous literature. Eventually, the discussion boils down to two essential, but to date rare, features for supporting the analysis of big financial data and the communication of risks: analytical visualizations and interactive interfaces. In line with this we put forward VisRisk as RiskLab's online interactive platform for studying data related to financial risk.

The notion of an analytical technique for visualization differs by rather using analytics for reducing the complexity of data, with the ultimate aim of visualizing underlying data structures. These techniques provide means for drilling down into the data cube. For instance, mapping techniques provide a projection of high-dimensional data into two dimensions through dimension reduction, whereas clustering methods enable reducing the volume of data into fewer but representative mean groups. The coupling of visual interfaces with interaction techniques goes to the core of visual analytics. This has largely been overlooked in the policymaking community. A key task of macroprudential supervisors has been to publish risk dashboards, such as that of the ESRB, yet none of these have been
truly interactive. For instance, the ESRB risk dashboard was still in 2014 a static close to 50-page chart pack. This needs to, and obviously will, change.

- Yet, the overview we did pointed out a third, much more important unsolved task: How do we communicate around data? This takes us to annotatable dashboards, or annotatable data. We have built a prototype to tackle major challenges in communicating around data by relying on combining interactive visualization with the simple notion of annotations. An annotation is simply metadata (e.g. a textual comment, file, picture, drawing or numerical value) attached to specific data points in a visualization. This turns soft, or even tacit, knowledge to documented and structured data in a searchable database. In principle, this allows for standard means from knowledge management directly into the sensemaking process.

- Annotatable dashboards have significant implications on internal communication and knowledge sharing in organizations. At the lowest level, it not only allows individual experts to interact with the visualizations but also to interact with each other. This human interaction around data supports horizontal communication as well as the overall sensemaking process. Likewise, you could think a searchable database of expert knowledge measured from the sensemaking process also being a direct support for management, which implies also covering the vertical dimension of communication. In this type of a social platform, the spread of knowledge happens through push and pull functions, as it is not only possible to search previous annotations but also possible to tag others and ask for a comment or further details. For readers familiar with the visual information seeking and the visual analytics mantra, we can write this as yet another one, the data annotation mantra:

  “Interact with visuals to find patterns, annotate data and discuss to elaborate, search on demand”
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Visual Analytics

Margaret Varga, Seetru and Oxford U.

The challenges in exploitation of big data arise not only because of the huge volumes, but also potentially due to the data’s high velocity, its variety of form, variability in nature and questions of uncertainty and veracity.

Financial situation awareness is vital in support of making informed decisions for maintaining stability and mitigating risks. It is a continuous operation and includes not only awareness of the nature of the financial services but also their availability, confidentiality, operations and infrastructure. Effective financial situation awareness and management, and thence stability, must not only be re-active but also pro-active, and be able to make predictions as to the potential states and vulnerabilities of the situation. To support managers in the maintenance of situation and risk awareness the analysts need:

- to be able to manage and analyze the massive amount of data from different data sources regarding financial activities;
- to understand the monitored system(s) and risks? What are the components? Which interrelations and dependencies exist and to what extent?

The main challenge is how to present the massive volumes of dynamic and complex big data in a tractable, comprehensible and usable manner in order to enable analysts to make sense of the big data.

A picture is worth a thousand words; the use of visual aids is a well-established practice, they are used by humans as essential tools to help them define, understand, analyze, explore, explain and navigate their way through their tasks / problems. In the case of financial data, a picture may be worth millions of Dollars / transactions / securities / loans.

Most existing user-interfaces show statistics and aggregations using visualizations such as line charts, bar charts, graphs, geo-spatial representations etc. Such standard analysis and visualisation approaches are, however, inadequate to make sense of the ever increasing volumes of complex and heterogeneous data. There is therefore a need for new methods, approaches and tools to manage, exploit and utilise these valuable information to meet the different needs, tasks and decision requirements in the financial sector. Visual Analytics offers a possible solution.

Visual Analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interface (Thomas and Cook, 2005). It is an iterative process: it combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualisation, and it provides users with an effective means to dynamically and visually interact with, explore and analyze big, complex, and at times conflicting data. It enables the analysts fully to utilise their cognitive and perceptual capabilities with the support of advanced computational capabilities to enhance the discovery process and the derivation of
insight. It thus facilitates the understanding of the data and situation so as to support timely informed decision making (Chen and Zhang, 2014; Flood, et al., 2016; Keim, et al., 2010; Thomas, 2009; and Ware, 2013).

Visual Analytics offers a powerful data driven methodology applied in a user centered way: it supports the analyst in analyzing data from different sources using integrated interactive and dynamic visualizations. It can provide an effective means for analysts to see, interact with, explore and compare data of different dimensions and types at multiple granularities and in real-time, and thus support the analyst in making sense of the data (sense-making). It allows for detection of trends, patterns, changes, anomalies, outliers and weak points. This data driven user centered methodology (User Centered Visual Analytics) focusses on the users’ and the tasks’ needs, decision needs, the users’ skills as well as their mental models, i.e. fluidity (Wang, et al, 2013). Ultimately, the only thing governing data driven approaches, such as these, is the available data.

New and improved interactive approaches to visually exploring big data have been become available because of the progress in database technologies which enables the filtering and calculation of aggregations on billions of documents in near real-time. Data integration is, however, a challenge as we need to decide which data sets / sources are relevant and enhance our situation and risk awareness for multiple purposes, c.f. structured data that has been collected for a specific purpose and is being used for the intended task(s) only. It is now therefore necessary to identify and extract the relevant data that is required for the tasks / decisions in question. Data rich and information poor situations must be avoided, more is not necessarily better as Herbert Simon (1971) pointed out that:

*It consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.*

Furthermore, when using external data sources or open source data such as that from social media care must be taken to be aware of its origins, provenance, trustworthiness as well as its value and relevance.
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